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Technical construction conditions for Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations 

TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS
FOR SÄKER VATTENINSTALLATION INDUSTRY REGULATIONS

Introduction and
instructions for reading
Säker Vatteninstallation (‘safe water installation’) Industry Regulations
describe how the HVP installations in a building are to be executed in
order to be professional and fulfil the requirements contained in National
Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket) building regulations.
The industry regulations are aimed at authorised HVP companies and
govern only HVP works.
To enable an HVP installation to be executed
in accordance with Säker Vatteninstallation
Industry Regulations, some works that do
not belong to the installation need to be
executed correctly.
This may, for example, be structures to which
installations are to be attached or design
of waterproofing in recesses or installation
shafts.
It is important for the design of a building
that the building proprietor and the architect
take account of the technical characteristics requirements in the Boverket Building
Regulations and the industry requirements
in Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations. Sufficient space therefore needs to be
planned for installations before a building
permit is applied for, as it may be difficult to
make changes to plan solutions later in the
process.

Coordination
Coordination between the different parties
involved, for example the building proprietor,
4

architects, consultants and contractors, must
be executed in sufficiently good time so that
desired function and plan solution are not
affected in the continued building process.
Coordination on the conditions to be met for
Säker Vatteninstallation must take place in
the construction stage between the contractors taking part in the project. Requirements
must be set for what works are included in
the contract concerned as early as possible.

Technical construction conditions
Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations
lay down requirements for HVP installations.
The works outside the HVP installation
but needed for the requirements of Säker
Vatteninstallation to be fully met are known
as Technical Construction Conditions and
are described in this publication Technical
Construction Conditions.
The works described in Construction Requirements are normally executed by parties other
than the HVP company, such as a building,
waterproofing or insulation contractor.
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Symbols

SYMBOLS

Requirements of Säker
Vatteninstallation
Industry Regulations
Rules for works normally carried out
by an authorised HVP companies and
providing guidance for other contractors.

Works outside of Säker
Vatteninstallation Industry
Regulations

The works are executed at different times, including
after the HVP company has completed its work.
Technical construction conditions are information
only and are not included in the requirements for
Säker Vatteninstallation.

Suggestions for executions that are
needed for the works on the HVP
installation to fulfil the requirements of
the Boverket Building Regulations but
that are normally executed by a party
other than an HVP installer.

Executions in accordance with Technical Construction
Conditions are suggestions for how the building proprietor can supplement Säker Vatteninstallation to meet
the requirements of society in the Planning and Building Act and the National Board of Housing, Building
and Planning Building Regulations (BBR). A requirement for execution in accordance with the Technical
Construction Conditions can be set when ordering.
If the HVP company discover that the Technical
Construction Conditions in order to execute an HVP
installation do not enable the industry regulations to
be followed, the HVP company must inform its client.
This must be documented on the certificate.
The Säker Vatteninstallation certificate is not to
cover the works described in Technical Construction
Conditions for Säker Vatteninstallation (‘safe water
installation’).
For explanations of terms and concepts, see explanations of terms in the Säker Vatteninstallation Industry
Regulations.
Sections in the Säker Vatteninstallation Industry
Regulations which are dependent on the work of other
contractors have been highlighted with the words:

• See Technical Construction Conditions.

To be taken into account in
design
This symbol highlights information
that architects or technical designers
may need to take into account in their
planning work.

References to AMA:
AMA
AF

References are stated in the document
to the most recently applicable AMA:

AMA
HUS

•
•
•

AMA
VVS

AMA AF 12
AMA Hus 18 (AMA Building 18)
AMA VVS & Kyla 19 (AMA HVP
& Cooling 19).

The reference is indicated in the guidance text and with the symbols on the
left.

In-depth AMA reference
At the end of this document there is an
overview of AMA references, supplemented by overall codes.
See section headed References to AMA.
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TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS
FOR SÄKER VATTENINSTALLATION INDUSTRY REGULATIONS

Planning and design
A safe water installation (Säker Vatteninstallation) already begins at the idea
and planning stage. Installations that work well and are space-efficient can
be created through early cooperation between the parties involved in the
construction process, to the benefit of the end-user.
The building proprietor

The architect's guidance

To ensure that buildings are designed and
executed in accordance with applicable rules,
building proprietors should consider the
need for relevant skills for the task concerned
at an early stage.

The role of the architect becomes converting
the building proprietor's aim and need into
documents that result in a building with the
desired function and appearance.

Applicable rules may cover technical construction requirements as well as working
environment requirements.

Planning of a building
A building project often begins with the
building proprietor having an idea about the
new building or how the existing building is
to be modernised. The building proprietor
then looks at their aim and need with the
building, but may perhaps not be aware of
the functions that need to be present for the
building to be able to fulfil the aim and need.

6

This is a process where the architect's specialist knowledge meets the customer's ideas.
The need for the installation spaces and how
efficient they can be made is important to the
customer’s financial costing and the actual
usable space the building will have.
The architect should consider the need for
space for HVP installations all the way from
the planning stage. This provides the best
conditions for an installation that is functional and works well.

THE WORK ENVIRONMENT ACT

For examples of the design of tapwater shafts,
tap water installations in walls, building tolerances, prefab modules and standard bathrooms, see Bygga rätt (‘Building the right
way’) at www.säkervatten.se.

During each stage in the planning and design of
building or construction work, architects and others
who contribute must ensure, within the limits of their
remits, that account is taken of working environment
aspects with regard to both the stage of construction
and future use.

Information is gathered together here that
the architect may need in their work in order
to provide the right basic conditions for correctly executed installations under applicable
building and industry regulations.
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READ MORE
→ For more, information, see the
publication Bra
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Planning for the plumbing
installations

Plan for operating spaces

It is important already at the planning stage to:

It is important already at the planning stage
to take account of:

■ Gather the room functions that require
plumbing installations so that long pipe
routes are avoided and collection pipes
can be placed in vertical shafts.

■ Location and design of operating spaces
so as to limit the risk of accidents in
use, monitoring and maintenance of the
spaces and their installations.

■ On the sketches already at the planning
stage reserve and highlight space for the
installations that will be required .

■ Make sure that there is sufficient space for
access and transporting of materials and
equipment to installations and for operating and maintenance work.

■ Consult a plumbing designer to review
the plan sketches.
■ Present the need for place and space for
installations required in the building to
the party ordering the works.
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

SECTION 4 EXECUTION FOR PROTECTION AGAINST WATER DAMAGE

4.1 Tap water installations
4.1.1 Joints in tap water pipes
Recess with joints
Joints must be located in rooms with a watertight floor or in a
prefabricated construction or other verified constructione with a
watertight floor.
A prefabricated construction or other verified structure must
have a watertight base with a sealed connection to the sides of
the cabinet or construction at least 50 millimetres up.
Pipe penetrations through bottoms must be watertight. Any
leaking water must be discharged at the bottom of the structure.
The construction must be designed so that pipe penetrations
can be fixed perpendicular to the bottom. Bottoms are located at
least
500 mm above the top edge of the floor structure if the design of
the structure does not enable fixing of the pipes perpendicular in
lower installation.

Prefabricated construction,
for example manifold cabinet.

Examples of a prefabricated construction may be a manifold
cabinet or a shaft bottom. It is important that the structure is
tested and approved by an accredited certification body and that
it meets particular industry requirements.
An example of another verified construction may be a shaft
built on site with a structure that is proven and fulfils specified
requirements for water safety.
AMA
HUS

AMA Hus
Recess with joints - shafts

Above lined in ceiling with watertight floor.

Floor lining in shafts
Slotted bottoms

8
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Manifold cabinet
If a manifold cabinet is to be located recessed in a wall, the
structure and thickness of the wall must be adapted so that there
is space for the intended cabinet in the wall. Coordinate with an
HPV installer or plumbing designer on the dimensions of the
cabinet.
In designing and fitting installations and walls, it is important to
make sure that the insulation required on pipes to and from the
cabinet is given space.
In rooms with a waterproofing membrane on a wall, the manifold cabinet must be connected to the waterproofing membrane.
The cabinet can alternatively be provided with a separate watertight hatch with a frame that is connected to the waterproofing
membrane. The connection must be tested and approved to
industry standard.

Min 100

A service opening to a manifold cabinet in a bathroom wall can
be located so that its hatch opens to a room without a waterproofing membrane.

500

20

+52

%$7

Location of wall
Tiles ca 10 mm
Wet room board 12,5 mm
Construction plywood 15 mm

TRUNK
CABINET

145 206

450

OSB-board 11 mm
Plasterboard 12,5 mm

An example of wall thicknesses to make space for
manifold cabinet or trunk
cabinet. Remember to make
sure that there is space for
insulation on pipes to and
from the cabinets.

A wall that is to be built where there are already openings for
pipes to a manifold cabinet must be located taking account of the
pipes. The wall must be located so that the pipes can routed into
the cabinet perpendicular.
Dimensional tolerances for example from AMA Hus cannot
always be applied in such cases.
The location of a wall is coordinated with an HVP installer and
plumbing designer.

0

Min 10

Tiles ca 10 mm
Wet room board 12,5 mm
Construction plywood 15 mm

120 181

MANIFOLD CABINET
500

450

0

2
+52
%$7

600

OSB-board 11 mm
Plasterboard 12,5 mm
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

WW ø16
CW ø16
Sealing
50 mm up

Example
of design of
shaft.

Fire sealing at plastic pipe

Installation shaft or other type of verified
construction
The construction must be designed so that pipe penetrations can
be fixed perpendicular to the bottom of the construction. It must
be possible for any leaking water beneath the pipe insulation to
be discharged at the bottom of the construction.
According to Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations,
joints on tapwater pipes must not be embedded. This should be
taken into account in casting a slotted bottom.

Size of the construction
The size of the construction is determined by:
■
■
■
■

pipe dimensions
thickness of the pipe insulation
requirement for size of holes in floor structure
requirements for work space for installation of insulation.

Size is determined in consultation with designers or installers of
pipes and pipe insulation.
For execution and need for space for insulation on pipes,
see Technical Insulation Industry Standard from the Association
of Insulation Contractors of Sweden.
→ For further details, see section 5.1 Protection against legionella
growth in tapwater installations.
AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

10

AMA Hus
Shaft, Floor covering in shaft and Slotted bottom
AMA VVS & Kyla
Floor covering in shaft, Space planning and Connection cabinet
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Leakage indication
on pipes. Insulation
termination on
vertical pipe is
taped on pipe. Insulation termination should be carried out floor by
floor, including for
open shafts.

Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

Fire
A shaft passing between different fire compartments is normally
designed to be enclosed on each floor.
For a pipe penetration to become watertight, it must be possible
for fireproofing material to be filled around the whole pipe.
Chasing must permit a space of 20 mm around pipes and
insulation.
Insulation on pipes must run unbroken through a fire
compartment-dividing wall or floor structure.
6KDIWERWWRP
6

::

::&

&:

(,

0HWDOSLSH
QRQHHGIRU
ILUHWDSH

)LUHVHDOLQJ
DWSODVWLFSLSH

Tested and approved fire resistance solutions must be used.
This normally means that a sufficient seal is also obtained against
sound and odour.
Take account of the fireproofing manufacturer's instructions.
Take account of fire requirements in BBR section 5 Fire.
AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

AMA Hus
Fireproofing of penetrations in buildings
AMA VVS & Kyla
Pipe penetration in floor structure or wall
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

Joints in pipes above ceiling
If joints are located above lining on a ceiling in a room with a
watertight floor, these can be located:
■ above removable false ceiling
■ in a drained manifold cabinet in the ceiling
■ above drained ceiling hatch that covers all joints.

Service access
Where there are concealed joints on pipes, a readily accessible
service opening must be installed making it possible to repair or
replace all joints and reach valves or other equipment for operation or servicing.

Example of service opening:
draining ceiling hatch.

A service opening in a wall with a waterproofing membrane must
be connected to the waterproofing membrane. The connection
must be tested and approved to industry standard. If the installation space to which the opening leads is not connected to the
waterproofing membrane, the hatch must be watertight so that
moisture cannot migrate into the building structure.
A service opening to installations in wetroom walls can be located
on the other wide of the wall looking from the bathroom.
A service opening in a ceiling must have a draining hatch that
is located in a room with a watertight floor. The hatch must be
designed and located so that it covers any leakage from all joints.
A service opening must not be located in a space for a bath or
shower.
→ See illustration on page 36.
AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

12

Example of service opening: manifold cabinet with water-tight hatch
and frame.

AMA Hus
Service opening
AMA VVS & Kyla
Service opening
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Leakage indication
Prefabricated construction or other verified construction must
have leakage indication from the bottom.
Requirement for pipe for leakage indication:
■ must be routed with a slope along its entire length
■ must discharge into a room with a watertight floor
■ must not discharge into a space for bath or shower
■ Internal diameter of pipes for leakage indication must be at
least 20 mm

0LQPP

■ the outlet from the pipe must not be situated closer than
60 mm to the waterproofing of the floor or the adjoining
wall.

0LQ
PP

Note that the dimension 60 mm
refers to the waterproofing
membrane of the floor or wall.

AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Leakage indication
Leakage indicators in liquid systems

Cleaning
A prefabricated construction or other verified construction and
pipe or opening for leakage indication must be cleaned so that
any leaking water is not prevented from running out.

Technical construction conditions – Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations 2021:1
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

Exceptions to the requirements for tap water pipe
joint location
On pipe routes in spaces without a watertight floor, joints and
individual T-pipes may be installed on visible pipe lines or on
pipe lines that are concealed.
Any leakages must be easy to discover it can be done for
concealed joints by installing:

Insulation termination is taped to
the pipe so that any water leaking
out is prevented from running
further along the pipe.

■ draining ceiling hatch that covers all joints
■ removable lining
■ removable false ceiling directly beneath these joints.
Spaces without a watertight floor may be:
■ basement corridors
■ public spaces such as stairwells or garages
■ corridors in offices, schools, care or student accommodation
and commercial premises.
Exceptions do not apply to habitable rooms or manifolds placed
in pipework.

0DQLIROGVLQURRPZLWKDZDWHUSURRIIORRU
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

Exceptions to requirements for leakage indicator
location
A prefabricated construction, for example a manifold cabinet, or
another verified construction located in a stairwell, can have a
leakage indication that discharges into the stairwell.
■ on a watertight floor or
■ on a water-repellent floor, a floor that will not be damaged by
water from a leakage indication.
The exception above does not apply to single-family houses.
AMA
HUS

AMA Hus
Water-repellent linings
Leakage indication
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

4.1.3 Water supply pipe to single-family homes
Tapwater supply pipes
Tapwater supply pipes in crawl spaces or other unheated spaces
must be protected against freezing.
Tapwater supply pipes must be laid in protective pipes. The
penetration of the protective pipe must be at least 60 mm from
wall's waterproofing membrane.
It must be located so that no risk of freezing arises at the transition from ground to building.
The length of the protective pipe must extend further out than a
45° angle of repose from the foundation wall.
Take account in particular of:
■ laying depth in pipe trench
■ distance from edge beam in under the slab
■ the consequence of winters with little snow and ploughed or
shovelled surfaces.
AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Protection against freezing

0LQ

)5((=,1*
)5((
0LQ
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.1 Tap water installations

4.1.4 How to prevent damage from freezing in
tap water installations
Pipes must not be installed in unheated spaces or other spaces
where there is a risk of freezing, such as crawl spaces or attics
or the insulation of the building in floors, exterior walls or attic
floor structures.

Example of pipe laying on ‘warm
side’ of attic floor structure.

Pipes can be laid in a special frost-proof installation space on the
warm side of the structure inside a plastic sheet or vapour barrier
or in a frost-proof space in insulation beneath a slab on soil.
A prefabricated construction, for example a manifold cabinet,
must be located in a frost-free place on the warm side of the
structure inside a plastic sheet or vapour barrier.
If tap water installations are to be located in a particular installation space, in a floor, exterior wall or attic floor structure, this
must be designed so that the installations can be attached and so
that it is possible to make pipe penetrations that are safe against
water damage without a risk of the buildings air seal being
damaged or leaking.
Coordinate the location and space needs of installations with the
HVP installer or plumbing designer.

Example of pipe laying on the
‘warm side' of insulation
in exterior wall.

Example of pipe
laying of cold and
hot water in insulation at slab on the
ground.

Example with manifold cabinet.

Technical construction conditions – Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations 2021:1
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.2 Appliances and HVP products connected to a water supply

4.2 Appliances and HVP products connected
to a water supply
4.2.1 Water meters
Water meters for tap water must be located in a room with a
watertight floor or in a water meter cabinet or other prefabricated
construction with leakage indication from the bottom.
A water meter cabinet must be located in a frost-proof place on
the warm side of the structure inside the plastic sheet or vapour
barrier.
A pipe for leakage indication must be laid with a slope along its
entire length and discharge into a room with a watertight floor
and floor drain. Internal diameter of pipes for leakage indication
must be at least 20 mm. The outlet from such a pipe must not be
situated closer than 60 mm to the waterproofing of the floor or
the adjoining wall. A leakage indication must not discharge into
a space for bath or shower.

Min 60 mm

A water meter cabinet and a pipe for leak indication must be
cleaned so that any leaking water is not prevented from running
out.
The rules apply to water meters from a responsible authority –
usually for municipal water – and to other tap water meters.
Cold water meters from the water supplier’s responsible authority must be located either according to instructions from
the responsible authority or according to instructions from the
Swedish Water trade association.
A wall where a water meter cabinet is to be located must be
designed with sufficiently large dimensions to enable the cabinet
to be installed.

READ MORE
→ For more information about
the location and design of the
water meter cabinet in a
detached house, see the
brochure Vattenmätarskåp,
www.säkervatten.se.

The way in which the wall needs to be executed for the installations is the same as for manifold cabinets in section 4.1.1.
prefabricerade
Branschens krav för

Vattenmätarskåp
Version 2016-06-01

2016-06-23 11:43
nmätarskåp.indd 1

M4674-164_BroschyrVatte
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.2 Appliances and HVP products connected to a water supply

4.2.2 Installation box for tapwater fittings
0$16&+(77

0$16&+(77

Fittings recessed in a wall, for example a mixer or shower unit,
must have all their connections located in a watertight space,
for example in what is known as a installation box, with leakage
indication from the bottom.
A mounting box in a wall with waterproofing must be tested and
approved for connection to the wall’s waterproofing in accordance with applicable industry standard.

0$16&+(77

→ See Säker Vatteninstallation 2021: 1 section 7.2.3 HVP
products to be connected to waterproofing.

Installation box.

A mounting box must be designed so that it is possible for fi
 ttings
and the joints of fittings to be replaced without destroying the
waterproofing membrane of the wall. This must be a pparent from
the installation instructions from the supplier of the mounting
box.
A mounting box must be located in a frost-proof place on the
warm side of the structure inside the plastic sheet or vapour
barrier.
An alternative to a prefabricated mounting box may be another
verified construction, for example a watertight space in the wall
built on site with a service opening on the side of the wall that
does not have a waterproof membrane.
The space must be provided with leak indication in accordance
with section 4.1.1.
AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Concealed mixer
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.2 Appliances and HVP products connected to a water supply

4.2. 3 WC with a concealed cistern
A recessed flushing cistern with flush pipe must be located in a
watertight space.
Floor and walls in a recess must be provided with a waterproofing membrane or protected against leaks in some other way.
The same requirements apply in wet rooms to waterproofing
membranes in a recess for the flushing cistern as for walls and
floors in the wetroom in general.
In other rooms that are not wetrooms, the floor for the flushing
cistern must have waterproofing on the floor as well as the wall
behind and on the sides of the cistern up to the top of the flushing cistern.
A floor in a recess for the flushing cistern must be at least at the
level of the floor outside.

0LQ
/HDNDJH
LQGLFDWLRQ

Waterproofing membrane behind
toilet with concealed flushing cistern in wetroom.

Leak indication
The space must be provided with leakage indication to a watertight floor.
A leakage indication must not discharge into a space for a bath
or shower.
The outlet from a leakage indication pipe that breaches the wall's
waterproofing membrane must not be situated closer than
0LQ
60 mm to the waterproofing of the floor or the adjoining wall.
The leakage indication can be a gap in the wall at floor level.

Cleaning
A pipe for leakage indication must be cleaned so that leaking
water is not prevented from running out.

Waterproofing membrane behind
toilet with concealed flushing
cistern in toilet room.

Fixture
Screw fastening of fixture for toilet unit with concealed flushing cistern must not be done in a floor with a waterproofing
membrane.
Screw fastening
in wall of fixture
for toilet.

20
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Special built-in construction for a flushing cistern
and flush pipe
If the space for flushing cistern and flushing pipe is to be located
in a special recess, in the form of a prefabricated waterproofing
structure, this must be tested and approved to be connected to
the wall’s waterproofing membrane, in accordance with applicable industry standard.
It must be apparent from the supplier’s installation instructions.
→ See SäkerVatteninstallation section 7.2.3 HVP products to be
attached to waterproofing.

Frost-proof installation
Watertight space for a flushing cistern with flushing pipe or a
special recess in the form of a prefabricated waterproofing structure must be in a frost-proof location on the warm side of the
structure inside a plastic sheet or vapour barrier.

Watertight space.
Prefabricated waterproofing structure for concealed flushing cistern.

AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Recess
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4.2.4 Washing machine
Washing machines must be placed in a space with a floor drain
or watertight floor.
Installation and chasing for connecting pipes for water and
wastewater hoses to appliances must be carried out so that no
damage occurs on movements, such as expansion.

2 3

7 8

9 0 1
4

5 6

Exception for placement of a washing machine in
a kitchen without a floor drain
A washing machine can be located in a kitchen without a
floor drain. In such cases it must be placed on a waterproof
underlay with fold-ups on all sides. Underneath the washing
machine there must be a humidity sensor connected to a water
leakage cut-off device (läckagebrytare) or a water leak detector,
alternatively flood protection and a water alarm.
The exception does not apply to any spaces other than a kitchen.
AMA
VVS

Washing machine in kitchen.

AMA VVS & Kyla
Waste hose

Chased hole is bevelled off.
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.2 Appliances and HVP products connected to a water supply

4.2.5 Appliances connected to a water supply
outside the kitchen and in spaces without
waterproof flooring
An appliance connected to a water supply but without connection to a floor drain, e.g. a coffee machine or a water dispenser,
must be located on a waterproof underlay with fold-ups on all
sides. The appliance must be equipped with a shut-off valve with
an easily accessible control device. The appliance must also be
equipped with a humidity sensor on the waterproof underlay.
The humidity sensor must be connected to a water leakage
cut-off device (läckagebrytare) or a water leak detector.

Technical construction conditions – Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations 2021:1
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4.3 Water installations in a kitchen
The requirements in this section assume that there is a waterproof underlay under mixers and water-supplied appliances.

)VYHKZ\P[HISLMVY
ZJYL^H[[HJOTLU[

Underlays must have turned-up edges on three sides and permit
leaking water quickly to become visible. The size of the surface
must be such that joints, connections and water traps are entirely
within the area of the base
Leakage indication from a distribution cabinet or other prefabricated structure with a pipe that only serves a kitchen may
discharge onto a waterproof underlay in or below a sink unit.

Installation space
In sink units or the like, there must be a space intended for
installations that is sufficiently large for connecting to water and
drain with couplings and valves.

:WHJLMVY
TV\U[PUN
4PU
TT

:WHJLMVY
^HZ[LIPU

4PU
TT

Provide space for a necessary electrical outlet and for separation
of waste.
The cabinet or the wall behind the cabinet must be designed so
that it is possible to make screw fastenings of pipe clips, valves
and other accessories for the installations.
The cabinet should be without a back, or alternatively it should
be possible for the back to be used for securing in transport and
be easy to dismantle.
The bottom of sink units must be recessed with sufficient space
for connecting water and drain.
Sufficient space means an at least 120 mm deep installation
opening via a recessed cabinet bottom.

Location of water-supplied appliances
Hoses and pipes for connection of a dishwasher and other appliances must be executed without joints. Such appliances therefore
cannot be located too far from the sink unit. Check the length
of connecting hoses to a dishwasher and other water-supplied
appliances.
→ See also Säkra köket mot vattenskador (‘Protect your kitchen
against water damage’), www.säkervatten.se

READ MORE
→ The brochure Säkra köket mot
vattenskador (‘Protect your
kitchen against water damage’)
contains an industry agreement
between insurance companies,
kitchen suppliers and others.
Execution according to the brochure is considered to represent
insurable solutions for kitchens.
Note that some
executions in the
brochure may
nevertheless be
deviations from
Säker Vatten
installation Industry Regulations.
SÄKRA KÖKE
T
MOT VATTEN
SKADOR

Goda exempel

VERSION 2016-03-1
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.3 Water installations in a kitchen

Examples of watertight bases.

Exceptions for connection of an outdoor tap in
a kitchen
A garden tap may be connected in a sink unit or in a special
installation cabinet installed in a frost-proof manner.
The cabinet must have a watertight base, watertight pipe penetrations and a leakage indication to the sink unit or to a space
with a watertight floor.
Leakage indication can be executed:
■ with a separate pipe with an internal diameter of at least
20 mm or
■ through the protective pipe to the service pipe.
The installation cabinet must be located higher than the outlet of
the leakage indication in the sink unit.
The installation must be arranged so that condensation water
does not cause damage.
The size and design of the wall where the cabinet is to be located
must be such that the cabinet has space and can be installed correctly and in a frost-proof manner. Consultation with plumbing
designer, HVP installer or manufacturer of cabinet.

Technical construction conditions – Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations 2021:1
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4.4 Wastewater installations
Ê

4.4.1 Installation of a wastewater pipe
A wastewater pipe must be routed with a slope along its entire
length.
Note that the length of the wastewater pipe in a floor structure is
limited by the thickness of the floor.
The magnitude of the slope, together with the maximum sleeve
diameter of the wastewater pipe, can affect the length of the pipe
line or the thickness of the floor structure.

The slope should not be less
than the following:
Pipe dimension

Minimum slope

A pipe in a building is normally laid with a slope of 10–17 ‰.

100

10‰ (10 mm/m)

Check pipe dimensions, slope and space requirement with an
HVP installer or plumbing designer.

50–75

17‰ (17 mm/m)

Distance between openings and wastewater
trunk
A wastewater trunk should not be located more than 3.5 metres
from a toilet opening or around 5–6 m from other wastewater
openings if the floor structure is 200 mm. The dimensions are
based on ideal conditions. In practice the maximum lengths can
become shorter. Factors that have an impact may, for example,
be design of installations, changes in dimensions, reinforcement
and slopes on the floor.
If a longer pipe routing is required, installation beneath a floor
structure may be an alternative.
AMA
VVS
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AMA VVS & Kyla
Gravity pipe
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Recessing and chasing
Recessing and chasing in concrete, supporting structure and
structural components must be carried out in accordance with a
design document.
Chasing must be carried out so that a building component is not
damaged unnecessarily.
If the wastewater pipe necessitates installation through
supporting beams, the designer must be contacted with regard
to chasing.
AMA
AF

AMA AF
Recessing and chasing
Blocking and sealing

READ MORE
→ See also the Säker Vatten
publication Bjälk
lagets uppbygg
nad i våtrums
konstruktioner
(Construction of
the floor struc
ture in wetroom
structures).
Bjälkla







gets uppbyggna
d
i våtrumskonst
ruktioner

April 2014

www.bkr.se |
www.gvk.se |
www.vatrumsmalning.se
| www.säkervatten.se
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Example of necessary
space in a floor structure
for wastewater pipes
with a slope.
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.4 Wastewater installations

4.4.3 Cleaning devices on wastewater pipes
A concealed cleanout device must be provided with a slotted
hatch or checker plate hatch.

6ORWWHGKDWFK
&KHFNHUSODWH
KDWFK

If the cleanout opening is located in a slot, the slotted hatch
should be at least 300 x 300 mm. (in the case of a cleaning
opening 100 x 150 mm).
AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Cleaning device

4.4.4 Venting of wastewater installation
Vent pipe through roofs must be sealed against the roof 's waterproofing membrane.
Cowls on a vent pipe above a roof are installed together with a
penetration kit for the roof material concerned.
Take account of wastewater vent with cap for protection against
rain and snow.
Take account of the risk of odour transfer between vent pipe and
outdoor air intake, dormers and windows.
Bear in mind that the side drain of a vent pipe must laid with
a slope along the whole length of the pipe, see section 4.4.1
Installation of wastewater pipe.
Take account of the need for plastic pipes with UV protection
installed outdoors.
Vent pipes passing through the roof are coordinated with a
building designer.
AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

AMA Hus
Ceiling lining
AMA VVS & Kyla
Gravity pipe
Pipe penetration
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4.4.5 Floor drains
There must be a floor drain in spaces
0LQ

0LQ

■ with bathtub, shower unit or shower cubicle
■ with technical equipment that should be possible to drain
■ intended to be cleaned by rinsing if the space is heated
■ with a washing machine (see exception for installation in
kitchen)

Floor drain in wetroom.

■ with connected wastewater units that lack an overflow outlet
■ with water heater, heating pump, heating boiler.
An elevating ring must be type approved for use together with
the floor drain concerned.

Installation
A floor drain must be installed and fixed in a floor structure with
the fasteners stated in the manufacturer's assembly instructions
or with fasteners tested and approved for this purpose.
A floor drain must be fitted flush with and at the correct level
against adjoining waterproofing, with a tolerance horizontally
of +/- 2 mm from the centre of the drain to the outer edge of the
flange.
A floor drain or any elevating ring must be provided with a
protective cover during the period of construction.

In casting a floor structure, make sure
that vibration does not affect the location of the floor drain and the
wastewater pipes.

Technical construction conditions – Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations 2021:1
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Floor structure with floor drain
A floor structure must be designed so that the floor drain can be
installed in accordance with the floor drain supplier’s instructions.
For a floor drain that is to be installed in a timber floor structure
with a mounting plate, there must usually be floor structure
joists and noggings so that the mounting plate is supported
on all four sides. Noggings must have the same dimension as
other floor structure joists. A recess for pipe connection must be
constructed with a nogging.
Consultation with an HVP installer on the selected floor drain.
Before a concrete floor structure is cast, the floor drain and
connecting pipe must be anchored.
Floors in a space with a floor drain must usually be watertight
and a waterproofing membrane must be connected against the
floor drain The floor must slope towards a floor drain constructed according to industry rules for waterproofing membranes.
Consultation should take place between an HVP installer and
building contractor before a floor drain is installed in a floor
structure, as below.
■ How a floor drain must be fixed in a bottom plate.
■ How a floor drain must be fixed in cast floor structures and
in timber floor structures.
■ How floor levelling and slope superstructure must take place
in a concrete floor structure which is to be constructed with
filling or topping.

A floor drain must be fitted flush
with and at the correct level
against adjoining waterproofing,
with a tolerance horizontally of
+/- 2 mm from the centre of the
drain to the outer edge of the
flange.

READ MORE
→ See also industry regulations
issued by the Swedish Ceramic
Tile Council (BKR), Swedish
Flooring Trade Association
Wetroom Control (GVK)
• GVK Säkra Våtrum 2021:1 ,
www.gvk.se
• Byggkeramikrådet BBV 2021:1,
www.bkr.se

■ At what height a drain is to be installed.
■ How floor stiffening and slope superstructure must take place
in a timber floor structure which is to be constructed for
example with filling.
■ Distance from the flange of the floor drain to finished wall.
AMA
HUS

AMA
AF
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AMA Hus
Installation of floor drain
AMA VVS & Kyla
Installation of floor drain
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4.4.7 Floor drain close to walls
Waterproofing which is to connect to a floor drain close to a
wall must be tested and approved together with the floor drain
to be used in accordance with ‘Industry approval for floor drains
intended for location close to a wall in combination with waterproofing systems’.
The industry organisations for waterproofing and pipe installations have agreed on rules for approval of floor drains intended
for location close to a wall in combination with waterproofing
systems.
Only combinations, a specific floor drain with a specific waterproofing system, can obtain approval.
Approved combinations are classified as:
■ light structures (foil systems)
■ heavy structures (liquid-based systems)
→ See Säker Vatteninstallation and approved combinations at
www.säkervatten.se.
The construction of floor structure and floor are the same as for
section 4.4.5 Floor drain.

DEFINITIONS
Heavy structure
In a heavy, homogeneous or
solid structure, the wall consists
mainly of the same material
straight through, which both
carries and insulates.
For example: concrete floor
structure.
Light structure

AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Installation of floor drain close to wall
Installation of floor gutter close to wall

Different material layers that
fulfil different functions.
For example: timber floor
structure.
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4.5 Heating installations
For heating installations, the Säker Vatteninstallation Industry
Regulations set requirements for the location of manifold pipes.
There are no other requirements for example for the location of
joints.

PP

A manifold with fittings
Manifolds for heating provided with equipment, for example
vents, valves with actuator or pump must be located:
■ above lining in a ceiling or
■ in a prefabricated construction, for example a manifold
cabinet.

Prefabricated construction, for
example manifold cabinet.
Pipe penetrations through bottoms
must be watertight.

The equipment must be replaceable and possible to operate.

Location above lining in ceiling
Manifolds with equipment above lining in ceiling, for example:
■ above removable false ceiling
■ in drained manifold cabinet in a ceiling
■ above a drained ceiling hatch.
Manifolds must be located so that any leaks discharge into a
room where people normally spend time and where any leak
can be easily detected.
Manifolds must not be located in bedroom ceilings.
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Prefabricated construction
A prefabricated construction, for example a manifold cabinet,
must have a watertight base with a sealed connection to the sides
of the cabinet or construction, at least 50 mm up.
The construction must be designed so that pipe penetrations can
be fixed at perpendicular to the base of the construction.
The bottom should be located at least 500 mm above the top
edge of the joist if the design of the construction does not enable
fixing of the pipes perpendicular in lower level installation.
The structure of the wall must follow the same principle as for
manifold cabinets for tap water, see section 4.1.1.
AMA
VVS

0LQPP

AMA VVS & Kyla
Manifold cabinets
Manifolds

Service access
A manifold cabinet or other prefabricated construction must
have a readily accessible service opening making it possible
to repair or reach valves or other equipment for operation or
servicing.
A service opening must not be located in a space for a bath or
shower.
The same requirements apply to a service access in a wall with a
waterproofing membrane as for a service access for water pipes.
AMA
HUS

AMA Hus
Service opening
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Leakage indication for heating installations
A prefabricated construction must have leakage indication from
the bottom and
■ must be routed with a slope along its entire length
■ must discharge into a room that is normally occupied and
where any leakage can be easily detected. Need not be a
watertight or water-repellent floor
■ must not discharge into a space for bath or shower
■ internal diameter of pipe must be at least 20 mm.
AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Leakage indication in roof structure and wall structure
Leakage indicators in liquid systems

Cleaning
A manifold cabinet or other prefabricated construction and pipe
or opening for leakage indication must be cleaned so that any
leaking water is not prevented from running out.

34
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4.5.1 Mounting to prevent damage from
freezing on heating installations
Pipes must not be installed in unheated spaces, e.g. a suspended
foundation or attic or in the building’s floor insulation, in external walls or in the joist construction in the attic.

Example of pipe laying on ‘warm
side’ of attic floor structure.

Pipes can be installed in specific frost-free installation spaces on
the warm side of the construction inside the plastic membrane
or the vapour barrier, or in the frost-free space in the reinforced
concrete floor slab insulation.
The manifold cabinet or prefabricated construction must be
located on the warm frost-free side of the construction inside the
plastic membrane or the vapour barrier.
If heating installations are to be located in a particular installation space, in a floor, exterior wall or attic joist, this must be
designed so that the installations can be attached and so that it
is possible to make pipe penetrations that are safe against water
damage without a risk of the buildings air seal being damaged or
leaking.
Coordinate the location and space needs of installations with the
HVP installer or plumbing designer.

Example of radiator connection.

Example of pipe
laying on slab on
ground.

Example of manifold cabinet for
heating.
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4.6 Pipe penetrations in building
components with waterproofing
The requirements in Säker Vatteninstallation Industry
Regulations for pipe penetrations in a building component with
a waterproofing membrane are formulated in consideration that
the waterproofing membrane contractor should be able to do
professional work in accordance with industry rules from
■ Byggkeramikrådet (BKR)
www.bkr.se
■ Golvbranschens våtrumskontroll (GVK)
www.gvk.se
■ Måleribranschens våtrumskontroll
www.mvk.se

PP

PP

Chasing for pipe penetrations
in wall or floor with waterproofing
membrane.

In section 4.6 special requirements apply in a space for bath or
shower.
A 'space for bath or shower' is defined as a space with floor and
wall up to a height of 2 metres demarcated as a space for shower
or space for bathtub.
To enable a waterproofing layer to be installed, holes for pipe
penetration in a building component must be constructed with a
maximum of 2 mm between building component and:
■
■
■
■

pipes
protective pipes
pipe grommet
other penetration part
XVFK

I|UG

3ODWV

P

P

Space for shower.
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.6 Pipe penetrations in building components with waterproofing

A pipe, protective pipe, grommet or other penetration part must be:
■ installed before the waterproofing is installed
■ fixed at right angles to the surface so that no movements can
arise between the penetration part and the waterproofing.
Couplings must not be installed when the waterproofing is to be
installed.
Example: Pipe at right angles
through wall with waterproofing
membrane.

Grommet
A grommet can be used in penetrations in floor structures and
walls. The grommet protects the pipe against wear in thermal
movements and corrosion damage. A grommet must have a
smooth surface and be adapted to the floor’s waterproofing
membrane.

Example of pipe penetrations:
Wall box

Protective pipe

Protective casing

 TT

 TT
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Regarding execution of pipe penetrations in building components with a waterproofing membrane, see also industry
regulations from:
■ Byggkeramikrådets (BKR)
www.bkr.se
■ Golvbranschens våtrumskontroll (GVK)
www.gvk.se
■ Måleribranschens våtrumskontroll (MVK)
www.mvk.se
AMA
VVS

Hole with double
reinforcement

AMA VVS & Kyla
Pipe penetration

Location of wall

9,*,::

A wall that is build next to pipe penetrations already made must
be located so that a minimum distance between pipe and waterproofing membrane is achieved.
Dimensional tolerances for example from AMA Hus cannot
always be applied in such cases.
Consultation with an HVP installer and designer.

Penetration in building component without
waterproofing membrane
Coordinate chasing and recessing.
Recessing and chasing in concrete, supporting structure and
structural component must be carried out in accordance with a
design document.
Chasing must be carried out so that a building component is not
damaged unnecessarily.
AMA
AF

READ MORE
→ See also the Säker Vatten
publication Bjälklagets
uppbyggnad
i våtrumskon
struktioner
(Construction of
the floor struc
ture in wetroom
structures).

AMA AF
Recessing and chasing
Blocking and sealing
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Section 4 Execution for protection against water damage 4.6 Pipe penetrations in building components with waterproofing

4.6.1 Pipe penetrations in floors with a
waterproof layer
Bathroom, shower room and laundry room
■ There must be no pipe penetrations in floors apart from
wastewater pipes and floor drains.

Space for bath or shower
■ Floor drain only.
There are exceptions in Säker Vatteninstallation Industry
Regulations for example for a service pipe through a floor with
a waterproofing membrane, but it should be avoided and pipes
can instead be laid in a technology niche.
Otherwise, see the requirements for pipe penetrations below.
0LQ PP

Distances
Coordinate distance for a pipe penetration in a floor as below
between pipe installer and waterproofing contractor. Distance
between:

Distance - grommet and floor
drain.

■ waterproofing membrane on adjoining wall and pipe
– minimum 60 mm
■ waterproofing membrane on adjoining wall and grommet
– minimum 60 mm

0LQ PP

■ grommet and wastewater pipe – minimum 100 mm
■ two grommets – minimum 100 mm
■ grommet and outer flange of floor drain – minimum 200 mm
■ on floor with plastic covering as surface layer or water
proofing membrane: grommet and outer flange of floor drain
– minimum 500 mm.

Distance - plastic floor covering:
grommet and floor drain.

Note the difference between what is
waterproofing membrane and surface layer.

Distance for grommet.

0LQ
0LQ


:$7(53522),1*

0LQ


0LQ


685)$&(/$<(5

0LQ
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The distance between the substrate for the waterproofing membrane and the top of the grommet must not be less than 40 mm
when installing the waterproofing membrane.
What is known as a shoulder should be regarded as a locally
raised floor. The same requirements applies to a waterproofing
membrane and penetrations for the top of the shoulder as for
other floors in the space.

0LQ

Construction
A pipe or pipe grommet must have a smooth surface and be
adapted for sealing against the floor’s waterproofing membrane.
Wastewater pipes or connection sleeves for a toilet unit should
have a smooth surface and be adapted for sealing against the
floor’s waterproofing.
A seal must be made between a service pipe or protective pipe
and a grommet, in accordance with the pipe supplier’s installation instructions.
Sealing between a pipe or other penetration part and the floor’s
waterproofing membrane must be executed with material
supplied and installed by the waterproofing contractor.
Coordinate location of culvert pipe and connection between
waterproofing membrane and culvert pipe with the water
proofing membrane contractor.

Fixing
Wastewater pipe, connecting sleeve for toilet unit or pipe
grommet must be installed and fixed before the waterproofing
membrane is installed, so that no movement can arise between
pipe, toilet spigot or sleeve and floor.
Example of fixing of wastewater pipe:

Fixing in concrete.

40

Fixing in wood.
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Execution of pipe penetration for wastewater
When the surface layer and waterproofing have been installed,
wastewater pipes can be cut down, but not below the level at
which the waterproofing is folded up on the pipe.
Openings for wastewater must be covered with protective lids
during construction.

Exception for pipe penetration
Bathrooms, shower rooms or utility rooms
If there is a water heater, heat pump, water metre in the space,
pipe penetrations to or from such appliances must be executed
with a grommet.
A grommet must not be located in a space for bath or shower.

Equipment room or a boiler room
Pipe penetrations for tap water supply pipes or connections to
appliances must be made with a grommet.

Toilet rooms
Distance for penetrations in floor for tap water or heating pipes
■ diameter ≤ 32 mm – minimum 60 mm centre to centre
■ diameter > 32 mm – minimum 60 mm between pipes or
grommets.
A pipe penetration must have a smooth surface for connection
to waterproofing.
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4.6. 2 Pipe penetrations of a wall with a
waterproof layer
In a space for bath or shower there must not be any pipe penetrations except for direct connection of a mixer tap for a bathtub
or shower and shower unit.

Distances
Coordinate distance for a pipe penetration in a wall as below
between HVP installer and waterproofing contractor.
Distance between:
■ waterproofing on adjacent wall or floor and pipe minimum
60 mm and minimum 100 mm from ceiling to top edge of
pipe
■ waterproofing on adjacent wall or floor and protective pipe
minimum 60 mm and minimum 100 mm from ceiling to top
edge of pipe
■ pipe penetrations for tap water pipe or heating pipe with
diameter ≤ 32 mm - minimum centre distance, c, 60 mm
■ pipe penetrations for tap water pipe or heating pipe with
diameter> 32 mm - minimum 60 mm between pipes.
Note the difference between what is waterproofing membrane
and surface layer.
:DWHUSURRILQJ

:DWHUSURRILQJ
0LQ PP
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0LQ PP
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Penetration in wall with waterproofing for
pipes up to 32 mm.
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Pipe penetration in wall with waterproofing
for pipes above 32 mm.
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Execution
Sealing on a plastic-coated metal pipe is executed with a
protective casing.
On pipe-in-pipe systems with protective pipes sealing should be
executed against the conduits.
on pipe systems with a wall box sealing should be executed
against the wall box.
→ See illustrations in section 4.6 Pipe penetrations in building
components with waterproofing
Pipes or protective pipes must protrude by approx. 60 mm from
a wall board or equivalent before waterproofing is installed.
Account must be taken on a pipe connection for appliances
requiring longer protrusion.
A seal must be carried out between a service pipe or other penetration part and the wall’s waterproofing as stated in accordance
with the pipe supplier’s installation instructions.
Sealing between a pipe or other penetration part and the wall’s
waterproofing membrane must be executed by the waterproofing
contractor with material supplied and installed by the waterproofing contractor.

Exception for pipe penetrations and built-in
fixtures
In a space for a bath or shower, pipe penetrations may be made
with an opening with a wall plate for a hose connection to a
shower cubicle or to a mixer tap on edge of bathtub.
→ For bulit-in fixtures, see section 4.2:2.
AMA
VVS

AMA VVS & Kyla
Pipe penetration
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4.7 Attachment of products in
bath and shower rooms
The purpose is to make leaktight and durable attachments
possible. The structure of the wall and the floor, as well as how
they are constructed, determine where and how attachments
can be made.
The requirements apply, for example, to attachment of toilet
units, washbasins, fixtures for sanitaryware, mixer taps, shower
units, shower cubicle walls, support handles and other products.

4.7.1 Screw attachments in walls
Wall strengthening may be required to secure products.
Screw attachments must be made in:
■ concrete or other solid structures

See examples of construction at
www.säkervatten.se, Wetroom
internal wall.

■ wooden studs
■ wooden noggings
■ in a structure that is tested and approved for attachment, for
example a board structure.

NOTE
Note that the wetroom wall with
a plywood board is not a
requirement in Säker Vatten
installation Industry Regulations,
but it is a good way of meeting
the requirements for attachments. There are other variants
of board walls that meet the
requirements for waterproofing
membranes and surface layers.
In such cases attachments must
be made in wooden studs or
wooden noggings or in accordance with the instructions in the
testing of the structure.
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Attachment in wooden stud or nogging
1. Drill holes with suitable diameter and suitable depth, in
accordance with the supplier's installation instructions.
2. Fill the bottom hole with silicone or equivalent.
3. Screw wetroom accessories into place according to the
supplier’s documented assembly instructions.


+9033
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Attachment to board structure with plywood

Drill only through surface
layer and waterproofing
membrane. NB: Never drill
into the plywood.

Fill the entire hole with
ageing-resistant sealing
compound.

Use HVP screw. Screw
through the plywood board.
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Solid structure
1.

Drill holes with suitable diameter and suitable depth,
in accordance with the supplier's installation instructions.

2.

Fill the bottom hole with silicone or equivalent.

3.

Install suitable plug.

4.

Fill plug with silicone.

5.

Screw wetroom accessories into place according to the
supplier’s documented assembly instructions.

Examples of solid structures may be concrete, brick or lightweight aggregate.

Fixture
Screw attachment of fixture for toilet unit with concealed flushing cistern located in a space with a waterproofing membrane
must be done only in a wall.

Reinforcement in timber structure
When mounting on a wall with boards on studs, the wall structure must be tested and approved for this purpose, otherwise
the wall must be reinforced in some other way, for example with
noggings.
For attachment of armrests, certain washbasins and heavier
furnishings, noggings may need to be added as a complement.
AMA
VVS
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AMA VVS & Kyla
Wall mounting
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4.7.2 Screw fastenings in floors
The floor beneath a toilet or other wall-mounted appliance must
permit a drilling and screwing depth of 60 mm.
Pipes and electric cables may be laid beneath the mounting
surface provided the depth at which they are laid is greater than
60 mm.
A rectangular plane mounting surface of at least 300 x 400 mm is
required for the attachment of a toilet unit or bidet.
0LQ PP

The floor beneath a toilet unit or bidet must slope not more than
10 mm/m.
A floor for attachment must be of concrete or other solid structure or of boards on studs.
Strengthening of the attachment is required for attachment in
boards, for example wooden noggings.
The floor must be designed so that the toilet or bidet is steady.

AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

AMA Hus
Floor mounting
AMA VVS & Kyla
Floor mounting

The mounting
surface of the
toilet unit.

400
300
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4.7.3 Sealing of screw attachment
Screw attachments must be sealed against the waterproofing
membrane of the wall or floor.
Sealing compound must attach to the substrate, and be resistant
to water, mould and ageing.
AMA
HUS

AMA Hus
Sealing

4.7.4 Fastening with adhesive
Attachment with adhesive must be carried out with materials
and methods in accordance with the installation instructions
from the supplier of the product.
AMA
HUS

AMA Hus
Adhesive bonding

Fastening with adhesive.
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5 EXECUTION FOR PROTECTION AGAINST INJURIES

5.1 Protection against legionella bacterial
growth in tap water installations
S

KV

VVC

The purpose of Säker Vatteninstallation Industry Regulations is
partly to reduce the risk of microbial growth. Installations for
cold tap water must be designed so that the cold water is not
heated unintentionally.

VV

There is a great risk of the cold water becoming too hot if the
pipe is located together with pipes for hot water, hot water circulation or heating in a shaft or floor structure. There is also a risk
of bacterial growth in the cold water.





0LQ

To prevent this, the pipes in the space must be insulated.
The size of the pipe shaft thus needs to be adapted with this in
mind. Consult the pipe contractor, insulation contractor and
designer.

Example of location of tap water
pipes in shafts.

AMA
HUS

AMA Hus
Shafts

Insulation thickness
If tap water pipes are located for example in a shaft, manifold
cabinet or floor structure with heating pipes or underfloor
heating, where the temperature can become higher than room
temperature, the installation must be designed so that the
calculated temperature of stationary cold water does not become
higher than 24 °C in 8 hours.
There is guidance on tap water shaft design and calculation of
cold water temperature at www.säkervatten.se.
To gain access to the Säker Vatten calculation program, the HVP
company must be authorised in accordance with Säker Vatten
installation Industry Regulations.
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Shaft size
The size of the shaft is determined by:
■ pipe dimensions
■ insulation thickness
■ requirement for size of holes in floor structure
■ requirements for work space for installation of insulation.

Examples of shaft size
:
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Suggestion of shaft size showing an insulation thickness of 50 mm, chasing dimensions and work
space for installation of insulation. Note that branches may affect the size of the shaft. Additional
shaft area depends on where the branch for cold water and hot water pipes is located.

→ For execution and need for space for insulation on pipes,
see Technical Insulation Industry Standard from the Association of Insulation Contractors of Sweden.
AMA
VVS
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AMA VVS & Kyla
Thermal insulation
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7 PRODUCTS

7. HVP products
7.2.4 Prefabricated modular houses or
prefabricated installation modules
Prefabricated volumetric modular houses or prefabricated
installation modules, for example wetrooms, toilet rooms or
kitchens, which fulfil particular requirements according to
industry s tandard, can be included in an installation as an HVP
product in accordance with the Säker Vatteninstallation Industry
Regulations.
The volumetric modular house or module must be third-party
inspected to ensure that it fulfils the requirements of Säker
Vatteninstallation.
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ANNEX

AMA references
Säker
Vatten
section

Area in Säker Vatten
installation Industry
Regulations 2021:1

What is concerned:

AMA reference

Recessing with joints shafts

■ 49.B Schakt i hus

Floor lining in shafts

■ MHG.121 Vattentäta golvbeläggningar av
plastmassa i tjockskikt

AMA
AF

AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

4.1 TAP WATER INSTALLATIONS
4.1.1

Joints in tap water pipes

■ PN Rörledning m m
Slotted bottoms

■ ESE.86 Slitsbottnar av betong

Space

■ 5 VA-, VVS-, kyl- och processmediesystem

Connection cabinet

■ PN Rörledningar m m
■ PPC.43 Kopplingsskåp för skydd av fördelningsrör, ventiler och kopplingar m m

Fire – fireproofing of penetration

■ ZSC.2 Brandtätning av genomföringar i hus

Fire – Pipe penetration

■ PPC.33 Rörgenomföringar i bjälklag eller
vägg som utgör brandcellsskiljande konstruktion

Service opening

■ NSC.2538 Diverse luckor för speciell
användning
■ PN Rörledningar m m

Leakage indication

■ PN Rörledningar - se Rörledningar i bjälklags
konstruktion eller i väggkonstruktion
■ PPC.71 Läckindikatorer i vätskesystem

Exception to requirement
for location of leakage
indication

■ MBE.221 Vattenavvisande beklädnader av
keramiska plattor inomhus
■ MJK.111 Vattenavvisande beklädnader av
plastmatta

4.1.3

52

Tap water supply pipes in
single-family houses

Protection against freezing

■ PN Rörledningar m m Tappvatten
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Säker
Vatten
section

Area in Säker Vatten
installation Industry
Regulations 2021:1

What is concerned:

AMA reference

AMA
AF

AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

4.2 WATER-SUPPLIED APPLIANCES AND HVP PRODUCTS
4.2.2

Installation box for tap
water fittings

Consealed mixer

■ PVB.2 Blandare

4.2.3

Toilet with concealed
flushing cistern

Enclosure

■ PUE.12 Väggmonterade klosetter

Special recess for flushing
cistern and flushing pipe

Enclosure

■ PUE.12 Väggmonterade klosetter

Washing machine

Waste hose

■ PPC.61 Röranslutningar

Gravity pipe

■ 53.B Avloppsvatteninstallation

Recessing and chasing

■ AFG.61 Ursparning och håltagning

Blocking and sealing

■ AFG.62 Igensättning och tätning

4.2.4

4.4 WASTEWATER INSTALLATIONS
4.4.1

Installation of wastewater
pipe

4.4.3

Cleaning device for wastewater pipe

Cleaning device

■ PPC.63 Rensanordning på rörledning

4.4.4

Venting of wastewater installation

Gravity pipe

■ 53.B Avloppsvatteninstallation

Pipe penetrations

■ PPC.352 Rörgenomföringar i yttertak

Roof covering

■ JT-.26 Taktäckningar m m

Installation of floor drain

■ MBE.1212 Vattentäta golvbeläggningar av
keramiska plattor inomhus

4.4.5

Floor drain

■ MFK.21 Vattentäta golvbeläggningar och
tätskikt av plastmatta
■ PRB.1 Golvbrunnar
4.4.7

Near-wall floor drain

Installation of floor drain
close to wall

■ PRB.1 Golbvrunnar

Installation of floor gutter
close to wall

■ PRD Golvrännor
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Säker
Vatten
section

Area in Säker Vatten
installation Industry
Regulations 2021:1

What is concerned:

AMA reference

Manifold cabinets

■ PN Rörledningar - Värmesystem

AMA
AF

AMA
HUS

AMA
VVS

4.5 HEATING INSTALLATIONS
4.5

Heating installations

■ PPC.43 Kopplingsskåp för skydd av
fördelningsrör, ventiler och kopplingar m m
Service opening

■ NSC.2538 Diverse luckor för speciell
användning

Leakage indication

■ PN Rörledningar - Värmesystem
■ PPC.71 Läckageindikator i vätskesystem

Manifolds

■ PPC.61 Röranslutningar

4.6 PIPE PENETRATIONS IN BUILDING COMPONENTS WITH WATERPROOFING
4.6

4.6.2

Recessing and chasing

■ AFG.61 Ursparning och håltagning

Blocking and sealing

■ AFG.62 Igensättning och tätning

Pipe penetration

■ PPC.32 Rörgenomföringar i bjälklag med
vattentät beläggning och rörgenomföringar i
vägg med vatten avvisande eller vattentät
beklädnad

Pipe penetrations

■ PPC.322 Rörgenomföringar i vägg med
vattenavvisande eller vattentät beklädnad e d

4.7 FASTENING OF HVP PRODUCTS IN BATHROOMS AND SHOWER ROOMS
4.7.1

Screw fastenings in walls

Wall mounting

■ PUC.32 Väggmonterade bidéer
■ PUE.12 Väggmonterade klosetter

4.7.2

Screw fastenings in floors

Floor mounting

■ HSD.12 Bjälklag, underslag, uppreglingar
och undergolv
■ PUC.31 Golvmonterade bidéer
■ PUE.11 Golvmonterade klosetter

4.7.3

Sealing of screw fastenings

Sealing

■ ZSC.1 Fukt- och lufttätning av genomföringar
i hus

4.7.4

Attachment of products
with adhesive

Adhesive bonding

■ NS Kompletteringar av sakvaror m m i hus

5 EXECUTION FOR PROTECTION AGAINST INJURIES
5.1

54

Protection against
legionella growth in tap
water installations

Recessing with joints

■ 49.B Schakt i hus

Thermal insulation

■ RBB Termisk isolering av rörledning
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